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Abstract—A sensorless control approach based on a sliding 

mode observer for predicting the rotor position and speed is 

studied in this work. For predicting the motor speed and 

position, the sliding mode observer followed by a phase locked 

loop is formulated by means of the back EMF model. The 

voltage signal injection method is utilized for accurate 

estimation in zero or low speed region. Numerical simulation 

results are provided for an 8-pole IPMSM, which shows that the 

motor speed and position in zero or low-speed region are 

accurately estimated with the designed observer and voltage 

signal injection approach.  

Keywords—synchronous machine, voltage signal injection, 

sliding-mode observer, phase-locked loop, sensorless control 

I. INTRODUCTION  

The interior permanent magnet synchronous machines 
(IPMSMs) are commonly utilized in industrial applications 
because of their attractive features like having a good dynamic 
performance, operating with high efficiency at a wide speed 
range and operating at a high power factor with a high power 
density. IPMSMs are mostly controlled with field-oriented 
control (FOC) approach which is basically relying on the 
phase current, motor speed, and position feedbacks to be 
acquired accurately. However, if the mechanical sensor is 
used, it will cause increasing cost, size, and reliability 
problems. To overcome these problems, sensorless control 
methods are preferred. Several estimation methods to get the 
motor speed and position information without the usage of 
physical sensors have been studied in recent years. The 
sensorless speed estimation methods that use back 
electromotive force (EMF) estimation are categorized as the 
flux observer, the disturbance observer, the Kalman filter, the 
sliding mode observer (SMO), and model reference adaptive 
control (MRAC) methods [1]–[3]. Compared to the other 
estimation methods, SMO is commonly utilized due to its 
various attractive features including reliability, desired 
performance, and robustness against system parameter 
variations. In practical applications, to eliminate the possible 
chattering problem, which is inherent in SMOs, the 
discontinuous signum function is smoothed with a sigmoidal, 
saturation or tangent hyperbolic function in the SMO designs 
[4]–[6].  

During the motor operations at zero or low speed, it is not 
easy to estimate the motor speed/position accurately by means 
of back EMF as it gets very small amplitude values to be 
detected. Nonetheless, the signal injection approach can be 
applied to the stator voltage or current references for getting 
the error-free motor speed/position in the zero or low-speed 
region [7]–[9]. There are two types of signal injection 

approaches that are named as the rotating [10] and the 
pulsating signal injection approaches [11] by considering the 
types of the carrier signals. Other than these, the bidirectional 
rotating carrier signal injection approach is also studied in [12] 
to optimize system delays, inverter nonlinearities, and stator 
resistance. In this method, two carrier voltages with distinct 
frequencies are injected simultaneously. To get the 
speed/position information from the predicted system states 
such as back EMF after signal injection, several different 
methods have been used [13], [14]. 

The classical arc-tangent function is commonly used to 
calculate the position information from the back EMF states 
in many studies. However, the precision of the position 
estimation can be disturbed due to the presence of harmonics 
and noise. In particular, there might be an estimation error by 
computing the arc-tangent function owing to the noise if the 
back EMF intersects zero. To eliminate this issue, the phase-
locked loop (PLL) method is generally utilized in industrial 
applications [15]. In this method, the estimated back EMF 
signal is adopted to the motor position. Furthermore, several 
researches based on the SMO and PLL are reported in the 
literature in order to acquire motor speed and position 
estimations. In [16], [17], the quadrature PLL method is 
introduced to eliminate the negative sign of speed in the back 
EMF. The conventional PLL method is utilized in [18], [19]. 
In addition, to eliminate the effects of the phase lag and high-
frequency signal in the back EMF, a PLL scheme with tangent 
function is studied in [20].  

In this study, a voltage signal injection-based SMO and 
PLL structure are proposed to achieve sensorless control in the 
IPMSMs. Firstly, the SMO structure is designed to get the 
estimated currents in the α-β reference domain. To eliminate 
a possible chattering issue, a smooth sigmoid function is 
utilized in SMO implementation in place of the discontinuous 
signum function. Then, the motor speed and position are 
acquired by using a PLL. Hence, not only the estimations got 
more accurate but also division to zero problems are 
eliminated comparing with the arctangent calculation. 
Comparing with the other sensorless control techniques, the 
proposed method improves the sensorless control 
performance by having highly accurate speed and position 
estimations in high, low, and zero speed, and improves the 
system stability for a wide range of speed and loading 
conditions.  

The paper organization is as follows. The general 
information of the FOC structure of the IPMSM and 
mathematical model is given in Section II. The SMO method 
and the PLL structure are presented in Section III. The voltage 
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signal injection method is given in Section IV. Numerical 
simulation results are presented in Section V and the final 
conclusions of the study are given in Section VI. 

II. THE IPMSM CONTROL SCHEME  

A. FOC Structure of the IPMSM 

The FOC structure for the IPMSM is illustrated in Fig. 1. 
In this system, the SMO is used for achieving the sensorless 
control system, and the SMO model is designed by utilizing 
the back EMF model together with a PLL model for 
estimating the rotor position/speed.  
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Fig. 1. The sensorless FOC structure of the IPMSM system. 

IPMSM consists of a three-phase stator winding (a, b, c 
axes), and permanent magnets (PM) rotor for excitation. The 
motor is controlled by a standard six switch three-phase 
inverter. In order to produce the phase currents in the FOC 
structure, the space vector pulse width modulation (SVPWM) 
technique is used to generate the gating signals as shown in 
Fig. 2. 
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Fig. 2. The SVPWM scheme and the inverter topology 

B. The IPMSM System Model 

The designed back EMF model of the sensorless IPMSM 
control system based on SMO is given by 

�����	 = � � + ��� ����� − ���
−����� − ��� � + ��� � ������ + �����	 (1) 

 �����	 = ���� − �������� − ���� � + �� !" �− sin ��cos �� �  (2) 

where ��, �� are the applied voltages and ��, ��  are currents 

in the stationary d-q reference frame (α-β), �  is the phase 

winding  resistance, ��  and ��  are the synchronous 

inductances, ��  and ��  are the motor electrical position and 

speed, �  represents the differential operator, ��  and  �� 

represent the back EMF components in the stationary d-q 

reference frame, and  ! is the of the PM flux linkage. 

IPMSM state equation can be written by considering the 
back EMF equation in the following form. 

Model (3) is represented in terms of stator currents for use 
in the observer design. 

III. PLL STRUCTURE WITH SMO 

A. Design of the SMO  

 The SMO shown in Fig. 3 is designed for predicting the 
motor velocity and position. The SMO structure for the 

IPMSM system (3) in the ( − )  reference domain can be 
written as  

*���+�
���+� , = � −� ��⁄ −������ − ��� ��⁄

������ − ��� ��⁄ −� ��⁄ � ����+���+ � +
.

/0 �����	 − �1 ��⁄ 00 1 ��⁄ � �3.4����+ − ���
354����+ − ����  

(4) 

where ���+  and ���+  are the estimated currents, 3. and 35 are the 

observer gains and 4678   represents the sigmoid function. 
Conventionally, in the SMO structure, the sign function is 
used, but its discontinuous nature causes chattering issues. To 
overcome the chattering issue, the continuous sigmoid 
function is preferred, which is given by 

4678 = 61 − �9�:861 + �9�:8  (5) 

where ( is an adjustable constant, by subtracting (3) from (4) 

and defining as ���; = ���+ − �� and ���; = ���+ − �� as state errors, 

the error equation is obtained as 

���;� = 6−� ��⁄ 8���; − <�� − ���� = �������+ − �����
+ ���� − 3.4����; ���  

���;� = 6−� ��⁄ 8���; + <�� − ���� = �������+ − �����
+ ���� − 354����; ���  

 
(6) 

By defining the sliding surfaces from the state error as 

��������� � = � −� ��⁄ −����� − ��� ��⁄
����� − ��� ��⁄ −� ��⁄ � ������ +

.
/0 �����	 − �1 ��⁄ 00 1 ��⁄ � �����	  

(3) 
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>6?8 = ����+ − �����+ − �� � = ����;���; � (7) 

A Lyapunov function for analyzing the stability can be 
defined as  

@ = >6?8A>6?8 = ���; 5 + ���; 5
2   (8) 

From time derivative of (8), the SMO stability is obtained as 

@� = ���; ���;� + ���; ���;� ≤ 0  (9) 

By simplifying (9), the equation can be obtained as 

@� = −��� D���; 5 + ���; 5E + �����; + �����;�� − 3.4����; ����;��
− 354����; ����;��  

(10) 

In order for the stable operation of the SMO, the observer 

gain 3.  and 35  should be large enough to hold 3. >max6|��|8 and 32 > max�K�)K�. Then @� ≤ 0 which indicates 

error convergence to zero. This means that, once the state 

errors reach zero, the sliding surfaces are also satisfy>�6?8 =>6?8 = 0. Then, the back-EMF can be estimated as 

These back-EMF estimations can be used with a PLL model 
to estimate the motor angular velocity and position. 

B. Rotor Position Estimation with PLL 

The PLL structure used with SMO is illustrated in Fig. 3. 
In conventional SMO designs, the arctangent of the estimated 
back-EMF values is used to calculate the position of the rotor. 
Nevertheless, the accuracy of the position and velocity 
estimations are affected due to the existence of noise and 
harmonic components. To eliminate this issue, the PLL model 
can be used for velocity and position estimations in the 
sensorless control structure of the IPMSM.  

 

Fig. 3. SMO and PLL structure. 

The conventional PLL integrated into the SMO is shown 

in Fig. 3. Since L� = M cos �� ,  L� = M sin �� and M ≈ ��O!, 

the following PLL error equation is obtained: 

M sin �� cos ��� − M cos �� sin ��� = M sin��� − ����≈ M��� − ���� 
(12) 

where the small angle approximation is used. Hence, the PLL 
transfer function in s-domain can be obtained as 

����� = M3PQ + M3RQ5 + M3PQ + M3R (13) 

where 3P and 3R are the proportional and the integral gains of 

the standard PI regulator. 

As seen on the Bode diagram of the traditional PLL 
displayed in  Fig. 4, if the rotating speed changes, then only 
the bandwidth of the PLL varies with appropriate PI regulator 
parameters.  

 

 Fig. 4. The Bode plots of the PLL structure for different speeds. 

IV. VOLTAGE SIGNAL INJECTION APPROACH 

A vectorized voltage signal added into the estimated 
synchronous reference frame (SynRF) is given as 

�ST�,RVWST�,RVW� = �@RVW cos �RVWX0 �  (14) 

where the ST�,RVW  and ST�,RVW  are the voltage signals injected 

into estimated SynRF, @RVW  represents the signal amplitude 

and �RVW  is the signal frequency.  

When the motor is operated close to or at zero speed 
region and the voltage is added with a high enough frequency 
and amplitude, then it is possible to ignore the resistive 
voltage drop and back EMF. So, the terminal equation of the 
IPMSM in the stationary reference frame is 

�S�S�	
= ��YZ[ + ��R! cos 2�[ ��R! sin 2�[��R! sin 2�[ �YZ[ − ��R! cos 2�[� \\X ������ 

(15) 

where ��, �� are the voltages and ��, ��  are currents in the 

stationary d-q reference frame, �[  represents the motor 

position, �YZ[ = 6�� + ��8 2⁄   and ��R! = 6�� − ��8 2⁄  .  

Considering the injected voltage vector and voltage 
equation in the α-β frame, the response of the current 
excitation is given as 

�̂� = 3.4����+ − ��� �̂� = 354����+ − ��� 
(11) 
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���̂�,RVW��̂�,RVW� = ��YZ[ − ��R! cos 2∆�[−��R! sin 2∆�[ �
× @RVW sin �RVWX�RVW6�YZ[5 − ��R!5 8 

(16) 

where ��̂�,RVW , ��̂�,RVW  are the currents in estimated SynRF, ∆�[ = �a − �+a represents the position estimation error with 

the estimated position ��[. Equation (16) clearly shows that 
the current fluctuates simultaneously with the added voltage 
signal phase, and indeed the voltage signal addition is used as 
an amplitude-based method.  

V. SIMULATION RESULTS 

In order to verify the efficacy of the designed SMO and 
voltage signal injection-based sensorless control approach, a 
simulation study is conducted using MATLAB®/Simulink®. 
The IPMSM and control parameters are provided in Table I.  

TABLE I. IPMSM SIMULATION PARAMETERS 

Parameters Simulation Values 

 Stator Resistance � 1.2 Ω 
d-axis Inductance �� 8.5 fg 
q-axis Inductance �� 12.5 fg 

Magnet Flux Linkage  ! 0.123 ij 

Pole number P 8 
Observer gains 3.,35 400 

PLL proportional gain 3P 250000 

PLL integral gain 3R 0.0016 

Sigmoid coefficient k 0.01 

Bus Voltage @�l 450 @ 

In this control mechanism, the SVPWM technique is 
implemented in the three-phase inverter. The actual motor 
velocity and position are obtained from the motor encoder, 
while they are also calculated from the proposed sensorless 
control system and compared. The load torque is applied by 
adjusting the reference quadrature axis current and the 
reference angular speed is varied from 0 to 315 rad/s. The 

injected voltage frequency, �RVW ,  and the amplitude, @RVW, are 

set to 2m180 rad/s and 20 V, respectively.  

The estimated and measured speed profiles are given in 
Fig. 5 (a). The load torque profile applied at the maximum 
speed region is displayed in Fig. 5 (b). The error in the speed 
estimation is presented in Fig. 5(c). It can be observed from 
the figures that the error between the actual and the estimated 
velocity is approximately zero. Moreover, the error between 
the actual and the estimated positions is below 1 % for most 
of the operation. The error reaches up to %7 in regions where 
the speed becomes zero. In such cases, it takes 0.4 seconds 
for the proposed observer to eliminate the estimation error.  

The position estimations at 315 rad/s speed for the 

positive and negative directions are given in Fig. 6. One may 

observe that an accurate position estimation is obtained at the 
high-speed region.  

The estimation results for the zero-speed region are 
shown in Fig. 7. (a) and the estimation error is shown in Fig. 
7 (b). When the speed drops to zero, the estimation error 
settles to zero in about 0.4 seconds. 

 

Fig. 5. (a) Actual and estimated speed profile, (b) load torque profile, (c) 
speed estimation error. 

 

Fig. 6. The position estimation on (a) positive direction, (b) negative 
direction. 

 

Fig. 7. (a) Position estimation and, (b) position estimation error in the zero-
speed region. 

VI. CONCLUSION  

In this study, a sliding mode observer (SMO) with voltage 
signal injection approach is designed for estimating the motor 
speed and position of the IPMSM system. A phase-locked 
loop (PLL) mechanism is integrated into the SMO to improve 
the estimation accuracy of the velocity and the position and 
avoid the divide to zero problems of the arctangent 
calculation. To avoid the chattering problem, a continuous 
sigmoidal function is utilized in the observer implementation.  
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The SMO has the ability to handle nonlinear dynamics of the 
IPMSM for accurate state estimation in a wide range of 
operating regions.  In addition, the voltage signal injection 
approach in the synchronous d-q frame is utilized for accurate 
estimation in zero or close to zero speed regions. The 
estimation approach is applied to an 8-pole IPMSM and 
numerical results are provided. Numerical results indicate that 
the designed estimation approach is able to fairly predict the 
rotor velocity and the position in high and low-speed regions 
with good dynamic performances.  In future work, it is aimed 
to improve the estimation performance for the position 
estimation in the zero and close to zero speed regions by 
optimizing the signal injection approach and validating the 
efficacy of the proposed estimation method through 
experimental work.  
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